
 

Tuition Progress Framework - Physics GCSE  

AREA 
Topic 1 - Motion, forces and conservation of energy Topic 2 - Waves and  the electromagnetic spectrum  

Topic 3 - Radioactivity and Astronomy  Topic 4 Electricity and circuits Topic 5 - Electric and magnetic fields Topic 6 - Matter  

OUTCOMES 

P1.1. 
Describe what is meant by scalar and vector 

quantities, be able to calculate speed and  
acceleration of a moving object. Be able to 

interpret distance/time and velocity time graphs. 
P2.1  

Be able to label a diagram of a wave. Describe 
what the difference is between a longitudinal 

and transverse wave. Be able to calculate wave  
speed. Describe practical experiment that can 

be used to measure wave speed. 
P3.1  

Describe the model of the atom and explain 

how  
atomic theory has developed over time. Explain 

what is meant by energy levels. Describe what is 

meant by isotopes. .  
P4.1  

Describe what is meant electric current. Be able 
to calculate charge. Be able to recognise and  

draw circuit symbols. Describe what is meant 

by  
potential difference. Be able to calculate 

potential difference, resistance and current. 

Explain how resistance increases with 

temperature.  

5.1 

Explain what causes static electricity. Describe 
the uses and dangers associated with static  

electricity. Explain how to produce and electric  
field. Describe how magnetic fields are made 

and describe how to show a magnetic field using 
a  

plotting compass. Explain the difference 

between a permanent and induced magnet. 

Describe how the motor effect work.   

6.1 Describe what is meant by density and how it is 

calculated. Describe kinetic theory., 

P1.2 

Describe newton's first and second laws. 
Explain how weight and mass are linked. 

Describe what is meant by circular motion. 
Describe  

experiments that can be used to investigate  
motion. Look at how large acceleration can be 

problematic in cars. Explain what is friction and 

terminal velocity.  
P2.2 

Describe how sound is a wave. Explain the 
properties of sound waves. Explain how the  

human ear detects sound. Explain what is meant 
by ultrasound and how ultrasound can be useful.  
Explain what is meant by infrasound. Describe 

how seismic waves can be used to give 

information about the structure of the Earth. P3.2  

Explain the three types of ionising radiation. Be 
able to write nuclear equations. Examine what is  

meant by half-life and be able to calculate the 
halflife of a radioactive sample. Describe what is  
meant by background radiation. Explain some of 

the uses of radiation. Describe how PET and  
radiotherapy work P4.2  

Describe a standard test circuit. Explain how 
diodes, LDRs and thermistors can be  

investigated in a circuit. Recall the current- 
potential difference graphs. Draw graphs to 

show how thermistors and LDRs affect the 

resistance in a circuit. Describe what is meant 

by parallel and series circuits.  
5.2 

Describe how motors and solenoids work. 

Explain how p.d can be changed in a 

transformer. Describe how generators, 

microphones and loudspeakers work. Outline 

how electricity is generated and distributed.  
6.2 

Describe and explain the difference between 

specific heat capacity and specific latent heat. 

Interpret and draw graphs. Be able to calculate 

the thermal energy. 

P1.3. 

Explain what is inertia and describe what is 
meant by newton's third law. Be able to 

calculate  
momentum. Describe how to calculate the  

change in momentum. Explain how stopping 

distance work and how to calculate reaction 

times 

P2.3  

Explain what is meant by reflection and how this 
can be investigated. Explain what is meant by  

refraction and how this can be measured. 
Explain what is visible light tend how colored 

filters work.  
Describe how lenses work and how they 

produce different images. Be able to draw ray 

diagrams for diverging and converging lenses. 

P3.3 
Describe nuclear fission. Explain how the chain 

reaction works. Describe how nuclear fusion and 

nuclear power work.   P4.3  

Be able to calculate the energy transferred in an 
electrical circuit. Describe and explain how to  

calculate the power in a circuit. Describe what 

is  
meant by ac and dc. Know what is meant by UK 

mains supply.  Describe how to wire a plug.  
Explain what the different wires in a plug do.  
Describe what is meant by fuses and circuit 

bracers. Explain what is meant by ear. thing and 

'double insulating'.  

  

6.3 

Describe how gas pressure varies with volume.  
Describe what is meant by absolute zero. 

Explain how reassure can cause a change in 
volume. Be  

able to calculate fluid pressure. Describe what is 
up thrust. Explain how atmospheric pressure  

changes with height  

P1.4 
Describe energy stores. Explain how energy can 
be transferred and draw diagrams to show this.  

Describe what is meant by efficiency and 
explain ways to reduce unwanted energy 

transfers.  
Describe different energy resources. 

P2.4  

Describe what is meant by the electromagnetic 

spectrum. Describe how objects absorb and 

emit radiation. Explain how EM waves can be 

used for communication. Explain what 

microwaves and infrared radiation can be used. 

Describe other uses of EM waves. P3.4 
Describe the structure of the solar system and 

explain how gravity helps maintain planets in 

their orbits. Explain why the gravity varies on 

different planets. Explain how our ideas about 

the universe have changed.   

    

6.4 
Describe what is meant by Hooke's law. Explain 

what is meant by elasticity, compressing and  
bending. Be able to calculate the force. 

Interpret  
force-extension graphs. Be able to calculate 

work done for linear relationships.  

P1.5  
Describe different energy transfers and systems 

be able to calculate work done and power. Be 

able to calculate moments. Explain how levers 

and gears work.  

  

P3.5 
Describe what is meant by red-shift and CMB 

radiation. Describe the life cycle of a star. 

Describe the different types of telescopes used 

to look into space.  

      


